
Fla. R. Crim. P. 3.133 – Preliminary hearings 
 

 NON-ADVERSARIAL – 3.133(a) ADVERSARIAL – 3.133(b) 

Purpose To challenge PC to restrict liberty 
(whether in or out of jail) 

To challenge PC to hold in jail without 
charges having been filed 

D in custody Yes (3.133(a)(1)/no (3.133(a)(2) Yes (3.133(b)(1) 

When/timing 

D in custody:  within 48 hours of arrest 
if PC not already found (at 1st App if 
PC info available – R. 3.130) 
D out of custody: with 21 days of arrest 

After 21 days from date of arrest 

Motion and notice If done at 1st App, no 
If after 1st App, yes (w/ notice to State) Yes, with notice to State 

Continuance 
permitted? 

24 hours if extraordinary 
circumstances exist, plus another 24 
hours after that if extraordinary 
circumstances still exist 

Not in rule, but see R. 3.190(g) 

Purpose of hearing 

D in custody:  determine if PC exists to 
hold D to answer for charges 
D out of custody: to determine if PC 
exists to merit significant restraints on 
liberty 

To determine if PC exists to hold D to 
answer for charges 

Burden of proof Whether PC for arrest exists Whether PC for arrest exists (not 
explicitly in rule) 

PC standard Same as that for issuance of search 
warrant Not in rule 

Proof PC Affidavit, other affidavits, deposition 
testimony, live testimony under oath 

Sworn testimony (sequestration 
applies, F.S. 90.616; D may testify if 
warned of 5th RTRS); cross permitted 

Finding 

PC found: D to be held; go to 3.131 
If no PC found, no Info/Indict filed: 
release without any restraints 
If no PC found but Info/Indict filed: 
release on recognizance to appear 

PC found: D to be held, go to 3.131 
If no PC found and no Info/Indict: 
release without any restraints 
If no PC found but Info/Indict filed: 
Release on recognizance to appear 

Voids further 
prosecution? No No 

Findings made in 
writing Yes, filed with clerk Yes, filed with clerk 

Filing of Info/Indict 
eliminate right to 

hearing? 
No No 

Record Not in rule, but can order own reporter Yes, if requested 
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